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The Teacher’s Guild of New South Wales
The Teachers’ Guild of NSW in 2021 will celebrate a long, impressive and honourable history of service,
support and training for the vocation of teaching; always maintaining its foundational aim “to promote in all
possible ways, the care of education,” strengthening collegiality and standing detached from industrial issues.
The Guild remains an important influence, embracing the new while retaining the core values on which it was
founded, and emboldens members to always uphold and advocate the motto Doceo Ut Discam – I Teach
That I May Learn.
Today, the Guild continues to promote a long-established theme of deep interest in the professional
development and encouragement of colleague educators, providing opportunities for members of the
profession to network, refine skills, and receive recognition. The Guild’s Awards each year honour a
significant former educator and so recall men and women whose contributions in the past have helped to
shape our present. Those so honoured in the past have been
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Miss Phyllis Evans MBE
Professor Ronald Dunlop
Mr Robert Finlay
Mr James Wilson Hogg
Miss Freda Whitlam
Miss Kath McCredie
Rev CJ Prescott
Mr AB Weigall
Miss Louise Gurney
Mr Roderick West AM
Mrs Denise Thomas AM
Professor Edwin Judge AM
Mr Stuart Braga
Mr John Sheldon

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Mr Rex Morgan AM MBE
Mrs Jo Karaolis AM
Miss Phyllis Evans MBE
Mr Rick Stevens
Mr Milton Cujes
Mrs Helen Hughes
Mr Alan Harper OAM
Mrs Denise Thomas AM
Mr Phillip Heath
Mrs Frances Fleeton
Dr Dan White
Dr Phil Lambert PSM
Mr Robert William Randall

In 2021, the Guild’s Awards will honour, Mr Robert William Randall who is currently the Director of the Rob
Randall Group which has been established to provide education consultancy, research and project leadership
services, focused on improving educational outcomes for students, to Australian National and State
Governments, education organizations and/or to for-profit and not-for-profit organizations.
From 2012 until 2019, Rob was CEO of ACARA, leading the organization through a period of transition with
a focus on consolidating ACARA’s place in the national educational landscape. Prior to that, Rob was General
Manager, Curriculum and Deputy CEO of ACARA, having a key leadership role during its establishment
phase. From 2001 until 2008, he was Director, Professional Support and Curriculum Director, Curriculum K12, Department of Education and Training, NSW where he implemented new initiatives relating to literacy
and numeracy assessment, curriculum development and the establishment of Quality Teaching pedagogy.
As a teacher, Head of Department and Principal Consultant to State Education Departments, Rob has a
wealth of experience to share with educators at all levels. He is currently working with Professor Geoff
Masters, ACER CEO, on a project to investigate the learning systems of five top-performing countries on
PISA. The project is a partnership between the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) and the
US National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE). He is also working with Studio Schools Australia,
on behalf of ACER, to review the Senior Years Learning Framework used at Yiramalay Wesley Studio School;
providing consultancy advice as part of Palladium’s INOVASI capacity building projects in Indonesia, which
includes preparing advice, conducting workshops and presentations, and providing feedback on curriculum
and assessment initiatives and advice to senior education officials, as well as working with Professor Jenny
Gore and Steve Hannan at the University of Newcastle's Quality Teaching Academy.
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Guild 2021 online Award Nominations
The Teachers’ Guild of New South Wales other Awards are open to educators in 2021.

RESEARCH AWARD
A "Guild Research Award" is offered to a Postgraduate Student and/or Experienced Teacher in NSW
or ACT schools, who is currently completing or completed a research of direct benefit to classroom
teaching within the last two years.
2021 Guild Research Award Presentation Evening
Date: Friday 27 August 2021
Venue: Concord Golf Club
Cost: This is a free event
Time: 1.00pm to 5.00pm
Click here for the Research Award nomination form 2021
Click here to find out more about our Research Award
Nominations close by 5.00PM Friday 25 June 2021

REGIONAL / REMOTE TEACHING AND LEARNING EXCELLENCE
AWARD
The TGNSW Wales Regional / Remote Teaching and Learning Excellence Award is an opportunity to
give educators, in all sectors, the ability to share the material they have developed as a teaching and
learning resource, which has been delivered as part of an online learning program. It allows for
reflections of the educator’s course materials and instructional strategies and provides educators the
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the material, by assessing the achievement of the learning
outcomes of students, as well as the level of rapport achieved by the educator. These awards have
been created to encourage excellence in the development of online resource materials which is
accessed by students in regional / remote learning environments. The Teachers’ Guild of New South
Wales will award two winners of $500 each from Regional / Remote Teaching and Learning
applications associated with education delivery in any School sector, including TAFE, VET and
University.
Click here for nomination form 2021
Nominations close by 5.00PM Friday 11 June 2021

WORLD TEACHERS' DAY
Honouring teachers with the World Teachers' Recognition Certificate who have made a wonderful
contribution to their school in advancing the education profession.
Click here for nomination form 2021
Click here to view past award winners
Nominations close by 5.00PM Saturday 25 September 2021
Please contact me if you would like further information, by telephone 0418 318 418 or
email president@teachersguild.nsw.edu.au.
I look forward to receiving your nomination for these Awards.
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TEACHERS’ GUILD OF NEW SOUTH WALES
Statement regarding NESA Endorsed Professional Learning
On Sunday 29 November 2020 the NSW Minister for Education, Sarah Mitchell announced
that endorsement of all currently NESA Endorsed Providers was cancelled and Registered courses
would be deregistered, effective immediately. This decision by NESA to deregister authorised providers
has dramatically reduced professional learning opportunities.
The Teachers’ Guild of NSW represents educators from all sectors – Government, Catholic and
Independent organisations and educators from all levels – Early Childhood, Primary, Secondary, TAFE
and Universities. Since its incorporation 128 years ago, the Teachers’ Guild of NSW has continuously
provided professional development for educators.
The Teachers’ Guild of NSW is a strong and highly credible professional organisation providing a range
of learning opportunities for teachers beginning with teacher training and, more recently, well designed
and well delivered NESA approved opportunities, to upgrade skills and enhance student learning. Guild
courses demonstrate a genuine focus on improving teaching in the classroom through best practice to
receive accreditation and we have advocated for a review of our situation.
In the meantime, we will continue to support professional learning offerings by delivering courses as
Elective PD, which teachers can use for up to 50 hours of their self-identified accreditation. This is the
current information from the NESAwebsite.
When NESA releases the guidelines for the new process our courses will fit within the accreditation
requirements. At this stage we are expecting this to take place by July this year.

Statement from President
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Life Membership of The Teachers’ Guild of New South Wales

L-R: Irene Holt, Dr Helen Hughes; Rick Stevens; Peter Green; Frances Fleeton; Dr Stuart Braga and
Dr Frederick Osman
Life membership is an honour not lightly bestowed by the Guild Council; the first reliable record dating to
1979 with the appointment of Miss Phyllis Evans, MBE, the Principal of Ravenswood School for Girls. In
2012, the Council codified criteria for conferring Life Membership, essentially based on extensive and longterm involvement with, and contribution to The Guild. Importantly, over the years, the recipients have also
made a significant contribution to education. At the same time the Council recognised the recipients as
Fellows with the post-nominals FTGN.
Currently, there are eleven Fellows; Dr Stuart Braga (the longest serving), Mrs Frances Fleeton, Mr Peter
Green, Mr Alan Harper OAM, Mrs Irene Holt, Dr Helen Hughes, Mr Rex Morgan AM, MBE, Dr Frederick
Osman, Mrs Deryn Smyth, Mr Rick Stevens and Mrs Denise Thomas AM.
These members joined The Guild spanning a period from the 1960s to 2008 and all have cited that they were
encouraged by a colleague, often a Head or Senior Executive of a school, Guild Councillor or Member. Their
reasons for joining included seeing The Guild as an excellent avenue to promote their professional interests
and broaden their networking, wanting to engage in learning, and assist and encourage the professional
learning of new, developing and experienced teachers, and being able to make a worthwhile contribution to
the Guild.
Only one attended The Guild Teachers’ College from 1968 to 1970 and one other utilised the services of the
onetime Teachers’ Central Registry when seeking employment in the Independent Schools sector. Life
Members have contributed their expertise and experience in one or more of the positions of President, Vice
President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Treasurer, Council Member, Member of the Gurney-Souberian
Trust, Editor of the Newsletter, Australian Teacher or Proceedings of The Guild, or chairing a committee to
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establish The Guild’s awards. They have also held Headships, Senior Executive positions in schools and/or
chaired School Boards, as well as having extensive experience in face-to-face teaching.
More recently, several of the current Life Members oversaw and contributed to the writing and publication of
Caring for Education 1891 – 2018, Celebrating 125 years of The Teachers’ Guild of NSW, an updated history
of the association. Several are currently involved in one or more of organising The Guild’s suite of awards,
helping with the organisation and delivery of seminars, chairing and/or sitting on award selection panels and
remaining as members of the Council, believing that continued involvement assists The Guild to fulfil its ongoing usefulness to education in NSW.
In recent years, The Guild Council has generously supported an annual luncheon for its Life Members in
recognition of their long-term involvement and contributions.
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2021 Commonwealth Bank Teaching Award
Alex Wharton - Carinya Christian School Gunnedah NSW
On Friday 19th March, the 2021 Commonwealth Bank Teaching award recipients were announced and it was
very exciting to hear that Alex Wharton from Carinya Christian School was one of the 12 national award
recipient winners this year.

To Kill A Mockingbird and Lord of the Flies awoke a lifelong passion for literature in the teenaged Alex
Wharton. Now he is applying his own love of books to collaboratively develop reading programs for students
in Years 7, 8 and 9, when earlier reading habits are often abandoned.
At the low-fee independent Carinya Christian School Gunnedah, in north western NSW, Mr Wharton has
been responsible as Head of Middle School for the former primary school’s first Year 7 and 8 cohorts.
Observing that literacy results dipped after Year 6, he developed a Middle School Teaching and Learning
Framework. An approach that supports students in their Year 7 transition with individually tailored programs
to deeply engage and help them find their own literary groove.
“We want to shift the mindset of reading - going beyond purely an academic task to one that overflows with
excitement, energy, joy,” he said.”
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All Year 5 to 9 students at Carinya now read 12 texts a year, selected with their teachers according to interest
and difficulty, and the reading bug seems to be taking hold: there has been a 35 per cent increase in
borrowing from the school library and a 40 per cent increase in male students reading beyond their assigned
texts.
On behalf of the Teachers’ Guild of NSW community, we congratulate Alex Wharton HFTGN on this very
deserved recognition as we are all very fortunate to have talented educators in our profession.
Please read Alex’s story below
https://teachingawards.com.au/
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2021 Frontiers of Science Forum

L-R: Dr Frederick Osman; Prof Judith Dawes; Dr Daniel Mansfield; Ian Woolf; Prof Antoine van Oijen;
Dr Cathy Foley and Dr Markus Müllner
Recording of event available here: https://youtu.be/-1BaRryZc4o
The 2021 Frontiers of Science Forum was a vibrant and exciting collaboration from the AIP and The Teachers
Guild, NSW. The event was able to bring together distinguished presenters and guests after an unlikely year
of digital communication due to the pandemic. A brave yet well rewarded event that left all of our guests
excited and invigorated about the future of Science in Australia.
The evening began with a thrilling address from Dr Cathy Foley on the emerging importance of Quantum
computing and the impact on the nature of work and international communication. Australia continues to steal
ahead and the efforts of specialists to ensure a strong foundation has paved the way for continued
advancement. The future of work is Quantum and we are in the game. Dr Foley’s address was an exciting
and inspiring way to open the evening for our guests and presenters.
Following on, our specialists presented a range of concepts. Each stimulating in their own right, retaining a
focus on the future application and opportunities in their research. Each speaker also amplifying the message
that collaboration in Science has never been stronger or more necessary.
Professor Judith Dawes presented some of her collaborative work with nanoparticles involving the Macquarie
University photonics lab and the Environmental Science lab. Her team have worked with the nature of light
in nanoparticles in order to amplify and detect specific particulates. The teams crushed nano-jewels were
stunning and when compared to the stained glassed windows from many years ago, Professor Dawes
demonstrated the direct relationship between an evolution of knowledge and understanding as we move to
the future of Science.
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Dr Daniel Mansfield from UNSW followed with a mind-boggling presentation of mathematical constructs such
as the origin of Pythagoras’ theorem in order to apply land surveying for ownership and boundary creation.
His capacity to reach the audience with interesting yet complex mathematical concepts using accessible
models was fantastic and the crowd audibly responded when Dr Mansfield explained the reason for
identifying prime numbers as useful or useless in the Mesopotamian age.
In the current climate, coming together in a face to face environment was a unique and treasured experience.
Dr Antoine Van Oijen from the University of Wollongong was able to explore the reason for a natural concern
of the mechanisms of pathogenic evolution. By initially presenting insight into the construction of DNA and
the resultant RNA, Dr Van Oijen explored the potential risks in over exposure to pathogens and the resultant
resistance in specific pathogens. The future of pathogenic mechanisation and investigation lies in the
technological advances in computational imaging and mapping.
Our final guest presented a thrilling overview of recent findings in the field of polymer science – the details of
plastics. Dr Markus Müllner discussed the importance of collaboration in the multi-faceted capacity of
polymers in many fields – from the energy industry to the health industry. The chemistry of polymerisation
has been known for a long time, however the detail of the development and manipulation of polymers has
presented the scientific community with food for thought and a more solid opportunity to branch out into
further fields.
The ability to be present in a live forum afforded our guests time to conduct a Question and Answer session
which was revelled by all. Our presenters were thoughtful and earnest in their responses and took time to
outline some of the more pressing matters of science at the frontier. The evening was invigorating and an
inspiring achievement which has motivated other organisations to strive towards more face to face events as
we move out of the pandemic environment.
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Dr Cathy Foley AO PSM
Back to the Future: work
Dr Cathy Foley commenced as Australia’s ninth Chief Scientist in January 2021. Dr Foley was appointed to
the role after a lengthy career at Australia’s national science agency, the CSIRO; she was appointed as the
agency’s Chief Scientist in August 2018, the second woman to hold that role. Dr Foley’s career in physics
began with her PhD at Macquarie University on the semiconductor indium nitride. She and her colleagues
were one of the first groups to carry out pioneering research that examined the properties of indium nitride in
light-sensitive devices, the best-known application being white light emitting diodes used for household low
energy lighting.
Professor Judith Dawes
Sensing with nanoparticles and random lasers
Judith Dawes is Professor of Physics at Macquarie University and Director of MQ Photonics Research
Centre. She is Treasurer for Science and Technology Australia and she is a former President of the Australian
Optical Society. She is active in promoting Women in STEM and is a Fellow of SPIE and OSA, major
international Optics societies. She graduated with a BSc (Hons) and PhD from the University of Sydney, and
has worked in the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester, NY, USA, and at the University
of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, before returning to Australia to take up a position at Macquarie University.
Dr Daniel Mansfield
New Arithmetic from Ancient Mesopotamia
Dr Daniel Mansfield has been lecturing in the UNSW School of Mathematics and Statistics since 2015. His
particular interest is in how to best use technology to enhance learning and teaching. He is an inspiring
educator who has received many teaching awards, such as the KPMG Inspiring Teacher Award in 2017 and
the AustMS Teaching Excellence Award (Early Career) in 2018. He is notable for his research with Professor
Norman Wildberger on the famous Plimpton 322 tablet, and more recently for his work on Mesopotamian
geometry and land measurement.
Professor Antoine van Oijen
Microbes, microscopes, and molecules: the molecular machines of life under the magnifying glass
Professor Antoine van Oijen obtained his BSc and PhD degrees in the Netherlands, where he was trained
as a physicist. After having established research labs at Harvard Medical School in the USA and Groningen
University in the Netherlands, he moved to the University of Wollongong (UOW) in 2014. He was awarded a
prestigious Laureate Fellowship by the Australian Research Council to develop powerful microscopes that
can make movies of the molecular processes that define life, down to the level of single molecules. As the
driver behind UOW’s newly established Molecular Horizons Institute, he is bringing together researchers from
various disciplines to transform our approach to understanding and tackling disease.
Dr Markus Müllner
Architects at the nanoscale – how modern polymer chemistry advances technology
Dr Markus Müllner received his PhD in polymer chemistry at the University of Bayreuth, Germany. Markus is
a Senior Lecturer in the School of Chemistry at The University of Sydney and heads the Polymer
Nanostructures Group (@PolymerNano on Twitter) within the Key Centre for Polymers and Colloids. He
currently holds a prestigious Future Fellowship by the Australian Research Council, serves on the
international advisory boards of leading publications in his fields of research and is regularly invited to speak
at international chemistry conferences. Since 2019, he is the Chair of the Royal Australian Chemical
Institute’s NSW Polymer Group and part of the steering committee for the annual Australasian Polymer
Summer School.
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Collage of Photos from 2021 Frontiers of Science evening

Dr Cathy Foley AO PSM

Professor Judith Dawes

Dr Daniel Mansfield

Professor Antoine van Oijen
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Dr Markus Müllner

Dr Scott Martin
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Mentoring Vs Coaching Options:
Conversations in the Teachers’ Guild of New South Wales

What mentoring could mean …..
✓ Growth
✓ Relationship … water and plant
✓ Input …from sun
On the 2nd March, 2021, the Teachers’ Guild of NSW was pleased to invite Denise Archie HFTGN, founder
and joint owner and CEO of both Coaching College and the Australasian Centre for Work Education (RTO
#40857), to join us for an evening of professional discussion and goal-setting as we considered the
difference between and the inclusion of mentoring and coaching in the education sector. The evening began
at 6pm with light refreshments, held at the Concord Golf Club.
Denise, who herself is a passionate educator from the classroom to the boardroom, used the OPTIONS™
model to show just how easy it can be to establish a mentoring program grounded in evidence-based NeuroLinguistic Programming. Her approach to mentoring and coaching aims to see the value in, and build rapport
between, mentors and mentorees in order to achieve personal outcomes and professional growth.
There are many definitions of ‘Mentors’. One of the briefest is found in Webster’s Universal Dictionary,
which defines a Mentor as a ‘Counsellor, wise and prudent adviser’. The protective aspect of the role of
Mentoring has given rise to the use of the word ‘protégé’ from the French verb, protégé, to protect, for the
one who receives Mentoring support. However, many modern organisations prefer to use terms such as
‘Mentee’ or ‘Mentoree’. Coaching involves holding the space for ‘possibility thinking’ for their clients and
inspiring, influencing and inviting them to step into the actions to turn their ‘thinking’ into reality, Denise
Archie – Coaching College
In the booklet handed out on the evening, Denise shared a continuum which highlights the links between
mentoring and coaching. It places counselling down the left end, moving to coaching in the middle, through
to mentoring on the right. Counselling is applicable to personal problem-solving, with coaching focussing
on personal competencies and skills, moving to mentoring with its focus on knowledge and career
experience being shared.
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OPTIONS
Needs

Coaching
College's
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Picture
It

Time to
Think

Intentions

Denise’s passion and enigmatic presentation style made for a thought-provoking and entertaining evening
as the Guild’s members and guests utilised markers, butcher’s paper and textas to show their opinions and
understanding of the topic. Participants then paired-up to practise OPTIONS™ conversations, which
allowed them to experience first-hand the benefits of being involved in a mentoring relationship. Denise’s
Coaching College picture cards were very handy in getting participants to articulate their goals for a
mentoring relationship.
Of particular note was Denise’s explanation of the way people view and use time. Those who are ‘throughtime’ are committed to being on-time and maintain a strict structure to their days, whereas ‘in-time’ people
see a meeting time as an approximation and are likely to use the phrase ‘see you at about 7:00’. While this
was amusing to contemplate, Denise urged participants to consider others and their view of time when
establishing a mentoring relationship.

Much of Denise’s mentoring beliefs and style can also be applied directly to a classroom environment.
Building empathy and providing students with a structured way to share their thoughts in a safe environment
is crucial to maintaining a level of trust that is required for deeper, goals-focussed conversations. Using ‘I’
messages (I think, I feel…) keeps conversations non-confrontational and takes the focus off defensive ‘you’
messages (e.g. you should do this). Simple, practical and highly effective advice like this was well-received
by all participants, with very positive feedback being provided at the end of the evening.
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Joanne Short, Simon Withers, Patrick Short,
Damien Smith and Diane Fournaris

Diane Fournaris vote of thanks to Denise Archie

Denise has encouraged all members and guests who joined her at the event to keep in contact with her at
denise@coachingcollege.com.au and share with her what strategies they have implemented as a result of
her presentation.
The Teachers’ Guild of NSW would like to thank Denise for sharing her passion, knowledge and enthusiasm
with all who attended.

Dr Christine Mae, Denise Archie and Tom Mae

Denise Archie and Dr Frederick Osman
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Gamify Literacy, Engagement & Wellbeing - Grades 6-12
Carey Furze - Founder/CEO, FamilyBookform.com
Gamify writing projects; students use a ‘dynamic page’ to scaffold speaking or writing and interviewing others
to collect primary source original content into automatically formatted published books. Students collaborate
with family, peers and community, ensuring agency, emotional connection & engagement in lessons. Books
can be graded, included in portfolios, gifted and sold for fundraising.
Examples:
COVID-19 & Me - Students collect family & community experiences as primary source historical records.
My Favourite Recipes Book - Students collect their family’s dispersed cultural food stories and photos.
My Granddad’s Memoir - Students collect precious family stories, experiences and ancestry information.
My Town’s History - Students collect oral histories from their community, developing empathy and EQ.
Fun Activities:
Students use technology-as-a-tool to interview
one or many people and collect original content
into published digital books, online for 1 year.
Template questions guide and speech-to-text in
any language captures oral information.
Invited others contribute text and photos
directly into the book too. Students edit,
critically analyse & reflect on the content, for
imaginative essays, research reports or any
major writing project.

Engage & Motivate:
Students have agency to achieve personalized
& differentiated learning & can present their
collected audio stories and text in classrooms
for fun story-sharing and collaborative editing
exercises. Develops communication, empathy
& wellbeing. Student’s collected content
enriches lessons, instead of always using
textbook examples, and they are more
motivated to learn when the content is personal.

Present & Share:
Students are proud to present their polished
books to family & community at celebration
ceremonies. Books can be graded, included in
portfolios & higher education applications,
gifted or printed and sold for fundraising.

Assessment:
Teachers easily assign through Google
Classroom to a whole class or year group or
send the unique link via email. Available on
Chromebooks & any device.
Resources: Lesson plans, explainer videos, case studies and testimonials: https://familybookform.com/
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Collaborative Class Book - Grade 6-8
Mother’s Day Book - Students contributed a poem & picture of their Mother.

Student’s Favourite Food Book - Grade 7-12
My Family’s Favourite Recipes Book - Students collect their family’s favourite food into a book.

Student’s Family Book - Grade 8-12
My Granddad’s Memoir - Students interview family members to create personalized Family books.

.
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Learning with Digital Technologies in the Classroom

On Tuesday, 4th May, the Guild hosted a Learning with Digital Technologies in the Classroom event with
guest speakers Noelene Callaghan, Digital Learning Adviser | Rural Access Gap Program from the NSW
Department of Education and Professor Garry Falloon, Director of International Engagement and
Professor of STEM Education in the Macquarie School of Education speaking about their journeys and
interesting research discoveries, relating to the utilisation of digital technology in the classroom, to inspire
and remind teachers of the advantages of technology in supporting the curriculum.
Noelene Callaghan, has played a significant role in the Department of Education. Noelene explained her
journey about the implementation of technology within the schooling community, as a means of combatting
a common issue experienced by parents, whereby they felt significantly disconnected from the School
community. It was through the development of a Media team, where students met on certain mornings,
lunchtimes and afternoons to film and edit a School news report and radio station, that the school community
developed and tightened. As well as this, the Media technology explored Australian laws relating to the
implementation and use of technology and social media within our everyday lives, and developed skills and
knowledge related to public speaking, Information and Communication Technology, and communication
skills. Professor Garry Falloon specialises in STEM education, mobile and digital learning, curriculum and
pedagogy design. As an educational researcher, he spoke about his research - investigating the collaborative
and cognitive skills children have developed whilst using tablets by recording students’ digital learning in
classrooms. In these recordings, examples of students arguing to come to a negotiated conclusion
showcases the students’ learning process and using technology as an effective tool in group collaborations.
Another of his innovative research on using technology creatively is by using voiceless Science simulations
that has proven to be unique for students working scientifically through hypothesising, assuming, predicting
and testing, instead of relying on machines
Professor Garry Falloon also spoke about the controversial topic of artificial intelligence in education with a
critical lens. He expressed the idea that AIs are limited as “they are only as good as the people who have
developed the algorithms within the system” and dehumanises education by turning learning into a
technological activity. “Learning is done between interactions of socialisation”, and he recommends all
students use digital devices between groups to learn. Garry also touched on age as a capability factor in
learning as well as teaching. Using his past experiments where five-year old students were able to convert
visual learning of circuit building to successfully creating circuits in real life, he recommended not to
underestimate children’s abilities in teaching. Furthermore, his last anecdote of two teachers with a gap of
30 years of age between them, who share a class of 60 students successfully, due to the connection of both
teachers’ teaching philosophy, further illustrated that if one hopes to teach and is willing to work hard on
researching teaching pedagogies, age is not a contributing factor.
The evening provided a wonderful engaging series of presentations on providing new teaching platforms to
build relationships within School communities by integrating into teaching and learning. The recording of the
event has been included in the following link to re-watch and share. https://youtu.be/4qDpcJZ1DDw
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Gifted Awareness Forum for Educators – 29th May 2021
The Teachers’ Guild of NSW and Gifted NSW Inc., under
the leadership of respective president’s Dr Frederick
Osman and Melinda Gindy, joined in partnership with the
vision to: provide a unique platform for all educators to
network as they engage in best practice application for
gifted learners within their chosen field. A Conference
Organising Committee was convened and comprised of
Melinda Gindy, Dr Frederick Osman, Patrick Nam,
Kaitlin Ringwood, Katrina Calverley, Kathryn Fraser,
Peta Jauncey and Dr Anne-Marie Singh.
The Gifted Awareness Forum for Educators (GAFE) was then established and incorporated the National
Gifted Awareness Week 2021 theme “Thriving as Gifted”. The program was designed to emphasise both
networking (within both focus areas and stages) and practical application, delivered on a professional
platform. The Forum was held in the beautiful grounds of Newington College in Stanmore, Sydney, New
South Wales and catering was supplied by Soul Origin.
The Organising Committee was thrilled to receive extensive support for GAFE throughout multiple school
sectors and regions across New South Wales. The GAFE program was thoroughly embraced by the 75+
attendees and received some very positive feedback.
International Keynote Speaker Associate Professor Melinda Webber from New Zealand via ZOOM, opened
our forum with her presentation entitled ‘Unleashing Gifted Indigenous potential’ - highlighting theories,
Indigenous perspectives between Australia and the Pacifica and the different ways of unleashing the potential
of giftedness in Indigenous students. Also, Dr Jared Cooney Horvath spoke about the neurological science
behind what Giftedness is all about in his presentation ‘What’s the Deal with Giftedness’, exploring where
it comes from, speaking about Essentialism, Genes, Brain and the Intelligence.
Photos of the GAFE Organising Committee and Participants / Attendees
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After morning tea, delegates moved into breakout workshops which were designed to incorporate focus
groups with the emphasis being on practical application for engaging gifted students across focus areas.
Delegates had the option of selecting from a STEM workshop by Dr Jonathon. Mascorella, Philosophy strand
presented by Janine Timillero and Jenny Edwards, leadership strand presented by Michael Parker, twiceexceptionality strand presented by Helen Dudeney and Wellbeing strand presented by Kathryn Taylor.

Following lunch, delegates moved again into breakout workshops, this time designed to incorporate focus
groups with the emphasis being on practical application for engaging gifted students across curriculum levels.
Delegates has the option of selecting from the Pre-Primary to Stage 1 strand presented by Dr Rosalind
Walsh, Primary strand presented by Cate Stilwell, Secondary (Junior) strand presented by Carolyn O’Brien,
Secondary (Senior) strand presented by Helen Baber and Craig Haran and Policy strand presented by
Bohdan Balla-Gow, Dr Sue Vasilevska and Marek Brewster.
The day came to a close with a Spotlight Panel featuring Dr Rosalind Walsh, Bohdan Balla-Gow, Cate Stilwell
and Helen Dudeney, providing members who attended the Conference, the opportunity to ask questions, that
were invigorating and created great deep discussion into the politics and the voicing of where gifted students
sit in the current situation in education.
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The Organising Committee would like to thank our sponsors Newington College, APEX 4 Tutoring,
anzuk.education and Hawker Brownlow Education. Their generous support contributed greatly to the success
of the Forum. I would like to extend my sincere thanks to the Organising Committee and respective
association committees for their hard work, dedication and commitment to the success of the 3rd Biennial
Gifted Awareness Forum for Educators.
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MEMBERSHIP FOR 2021-2022
Refer your colleague and friends to join the Guild today!
Membership Fees
Ordinary: $90.00
Retired: $60.00
Student: $10.00
Honorary Fellowship: $140.00
Corporate 6: $450.00
Corporate 10: $650.00
Direct any enquiries to secretary@teachersguild.nsw.edu.au

Share this flyer

Twitter

Facebook

Join Today

Website

LinkedIn

YouTube
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Teachers’ Guild of New South Wales Corporate Sponsors
The Teachers’ Guild of New South Wales is delighted to partner with the following Corporate Sponsors in
supporting our Awards and Events in 2021.

Providing quality educators since 2004; every way, every day, always

At anzuk, we place exceptional people in educational settings. We invest in teachers looking for temporary
or permanent work, provide search and selection for executive level managers, recruit support staff and
supply permanent and casual educators and support staff for early childhood. Now operating between
Australia, the UK, Canada and New Zealand, we can meet your needs wherever you are in your education
career journey. Every day, every way, always. Go to www.anzuk.education/au

Australasian Centre for Work Education Pty Ltd (ACWE Pty Ltd) is a Registered Training Organisation
RTO#40857. We are a multiple award-winning company because we are recognised experts in Bringing
learning to life. We offer accredited and non-accredited programs. All our programs use our unique action
learning approach called ‘The Leadership Principle’. Our framework is practical and personalised to your
needs, and contextualised to your organisation. This ensures there is a maximum return on your investment.
The secret is our three-tier approach to personal and professional development. We offer the latest in cuttingedge designed learning to ensure we deliver on your specific business goals and outcomes.
Go to https://acwe.edu.au/

A4T is the brainchild of two education entrepreneurs who have combined experience in education for more
than 60 years. We acknowledged the crucial need of proper education for our younger generation to be able
to build the future and this became our mission. Technology in education has taken precedence and we have
been contemplating for so many years to move classroom-based learning to virtual learning. We have
carefully designed and developed a system which enhance student’s education and facilitate young leaners
without compromising on teaching delivery and quality of learning. Our courses are designed to provide the
best secondary education in an online platform to create a safe and modern environment for our students.
Courses are completely online from the enrolment to the completion certificate.
Go to https://www.apex4tutoring.com/
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Snap Burwood has been pleasing clients for over 30 years with their high-quality print and marketing
products. In their 30 years of growth they have also added design and website products to solve any
marketing requirement you have. They boast a long list of print services including; promotional materials,
business stationery, Large format prints, vehicle wraps, vinyl stickers and PVC, Mesh & Pull-up banners.
They consistently deliver high quality results that are sure to impress you. Clients rave about their printing
products, especially their business cards and reports. Find out what everyone is talking about by visiting
Snap Burwood today to discuss your business needs. Beena and her team are ready to help you take your
business to the next level. Snap Burwood proudly services Burwood, Burwood Heights, Burwood North,
Croydon, Croydon Park, Enfield, Enfield South and Strathfield South.

FamilyBookform Students speak (any language), interview, collect & create primary source original content
into printable digital books of value. Students have agency & emotional connection, generating oxytocin and
an interest in learning, their content enriches explicit lessons and books can be graded, included in portfolios,
gifted or sold to families. The dashboard scaffolds personalised and differentiated communication for
connection activities, where students autonomously use tech-as-a-tool to create books for authentic
audiences. Go to https://familybookform.com/
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Like us on Facebook www.facebook.com/teachersguildofnsw
Follow us on twitter @TGNSW
Website www.teachersguild.nsw.edu.au
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